
 
 

 

Holiday in Davos 

The five-star way to wellbeing: Precise Upper House Seehof Davos 
 

The Grisons’ oldest hotel in a prime location: 

In a picturesque location in the Swiss Alps this resort - the oldest hotel in Davos - combines its 

long history with unparalleled levels of modern service. The hotel has been welcoming guests from 

all over the world since 1869, and has always been considered one of the city’s most sought-after 

addresses. Steeped in tradition, this resort is particularly popular with sporty guests because of 

the multitude of activities on offer. Designed with sport and comfort top of mind, the hotel’s prime 

location is truly a privilege. The adjacent Parsenn lift transports guests to ski slopes with 

guaranteed snow, and an extensive network of hiking routes. Thanks to its genuine hospitality and 

stylish ambience, plus views over the Grisons mountain landscape, this five-star hotel promises 

guests a true home from home. 

 

Luxury with Alpine flair: 

The Precise Upper House  Seehof Davos stands as a symbol of sophisticated sporting luxury, 

indulgence, wellbeing and the flair of international high society. The harmonious interior features 

an impressive collection of original art and unique pieces by Grisons craftsmen. The exquisite 

furnishing of the 113 individually designed and light-drenched rooms, suites and apartments sets 

them apart. The large family apartment, at 102 m2, is finished with Swiss stone pine panelling and 

harmonious colours to create a homely atmosphere. As well as two bedrooms, there is also a living 

and dining area with a fireplace and kitchenette. 

 

Holidays for all the family: 

In the winter, sledging and tobogganing provide fun for all the family. At ski school, the little ones 

can learn from the professionals and will soon be racing down the slopes for the first time on their 

own. The hotel also provides several board games and jigsaws as well as a children’s play area 

immediately opposite the hotel. Babysitting and childcare services are also available for young 

guests. 

 

Winter activities in the area: 

The seven winter sport regions with their 57 transport systems and 300 kilometres of pistes 

guarantee no end of sporting fun in the snow. Guests will enjoy the hotel’s prime position directly 

next to the Parsenn lift. The hotel bus stop operates shuttles to the Jakobshorn, Pischa, Schatzalp 

and Rinerhorn ski regions. The cross-country ski season in Davos starts early at the beginning of 

October. Thanks to snow preservation, a cross-country trail of approximately four kilometres has 

been prepared in the Flüela Valley. The start of the World Cup trail and other tracks lies just 350 

metres away from the hotel. There are additionally 18 kilometres of sledging and tobogganing 

routes for young and old to enjoy. 

 



 
 
Summer activities in the area: 

The Hotel Seehof Davos is the perfect paradise for holidaymakers for whom sport is an integral 

part of their escape. The cycle tours, covering more than 1,000 kilometres of trails through the 

mountains and reaching the most beautiful summits, are a truly special experience. The “Alps Epic 

Trail Davos” covers 45 kilometres and a 2,000 metre climb from the Jakobshorn to Filisur. With 80 

per cent single track, this is the longest single track in Switzerland. Additionally, there are many 

stunning mountain hiking trails, easily accessed by holidaymakers thanks to the mountain railways 

.Hotel guests can enjoy certain benefits and discounts here. Golf lovers will also get their fill at 

Davos Klosters. It’s less than an hour’s drive from the hotel to a 27-hole or another six 18-hole golf 

courses. Or for a once-in-a-lifetime adventure, how about a tandem paragliding flight over the 

mountains of Davos, or an adventure on the Rhaetian Railway? 

 

Top gastronomy at its peak: 

Three restaurants, a lounge and a bar offer guests all the culinary diversity they could wish for. 

The Chesa Davos restaurant takes a new interpretation on traditional dishes, serving them with 

surprising components. Head chef Tobias Hanne focuses on variations on regional and seasonal 

ingredients, consciously taking in original flavours. The menu also features classics such as 

Entrecôte Café de Paris, “Siedfleisch” boiled meat and Wiener Schnitzel. Guests can look forward 

to an ever-changing weekly menu at the Panorama restaurant The team of chefs here delivers a 

broad choice of culinary creations from France, Italy or the Grisons region of Switzerland. The 

spectacular views across the romantic Dischma Valley top the taste experience. In the stylish 

lounge, large inviting armchairs are the perfect place to spend some time over a cup of tea or an 

apéritif. The hotel bar also offers connoisseurs a premium selection of teas, dinks and, cocktails 

as well as a separate lounge with a fireplace to enjoy a cigar. The Fondue Stübli, which always 

opens in December, draws visitors into the traditional world of Swiss cuisine. Fondue fans can get 

their fill in snug and cosy Swiss stone pine surroundings. The meat fondue is made with chicken, 

veal, beef, pork or deer and served with home-made sauces and chutneys plus pickled vegetables 

and fruits. The “Jumi” Emmental cheese fondue comes with truffles, or the Davos mixture from the 

local dairy. The hotel’s own cellar serves matching wines. 

 

Spa and wellness: 

The 400 m2 Seehof Bella Vita Spa has a whirlpool plus a Finnish sauna, a bio sauna and a steam 

bath. There are also foot baths, an ice fountain and a sensory shower. For the ultimate in 

relaxation, there is the rest room with its warming fireplace and refreshments buffet. In the 

treatment rooms, first-rate trained personnel pamper guests with massages or cosmetics 

treatments. There is also a special facial designed for men. A hot stone treatment or the Seehof 

“Ruhe” massage by specialists therapists restore calm to guests. There is also a choice of 

massages for expectant mothers, sports massages as well as après-ski and back treatments. For 

the more active, there is use of the fitness studio with its modern equipment. 

 

Events: 

The hotel offers modern conference and banqueting rooms for up to 100 people, four of them with 

full Swiss stone pine panelling. During the annual WEF World Economic Forum, the seminar rooms 

are a popular meeting place for political and business leaders. The events team not only helps with 

planning in-house, they are also happy to arrange an unforgettable series of additional activities in 

Davos. The hotel can also accommodate private holidays. 


